
 
Grand Conclave 2020 in Madison was moved to 13 June 2020 

Hotel Reservation Deadline May 7, 2020.  
Call Hampton Inn  608-271-0200m to reserve a room 

 
Courteously, 
Parker W. Dow, KTCH, REGC 
_________________________________________________________________ 

From the Grand Warder 
 

       As I sit here staring at my computer screen trying to think of what to write, I 
keep thinking about how many meetings I have been in where membership has 
been a topic. We (all masonic bodies) have always put a certain amount of 
pressure on “getting” members but what about “keeping” members? What are 
we giving to the masses for their time? What do we do to put value in the time 
that we are taking these men from their family? What do they want from us? Is 
it knowledge, friendships, brotherhood, or just a sense of belonging to 
something bigger than themselves?  
       I joined the blue lodge because I was looking for a way to see what a “man” 
was. My father was never around. I grew up with no guidance of how a father 
was to interact with his kids. Then I started dating a girl, whose dad, as well as 
almost all her family, were in the masonic order. I started to watch how the 
family acted and wanted more of it in my life. I learned that this was the way 
family was to be. Each member putting their time and value into each other. 
The reason I share this is because I feel this thing, we call freemasonry is just an 
oversized family. We need to be putting a little value into every encounter we 
have. This is a HUGE thing I ask of all of us. However, I believe for us to grow, 
this is what we need to strive for. 
       I challenge you to learn more about each other do some fun things together 
outside of Lodge, Commandery, Chapter, Council, or what ever group. Meet up 
in small groups invite the new member to something thing you like to do Put 
value into them, and they will feel wanted. We often think we must do this big 
event and we don’t we just need to have fun together. Would you rather go to a 
meeting or to a fun activity together such as bowling? I know my answer and I 
hate bowling but there is a better chance I will show up to and enjoy myself. I 
understand that we still need to have a meeting but let’s not murder ourselves 
with meetings and try to have fun at the meetings. Bottom line is this let’s make 
the time we spend away from our family’s fun and worthwhile.  
        DO SOMETHING…it’s November try something. On Saturday Nov. 9th 0800 
or 8:00 am for civilians at KI convention center 333Main St. Green Bay WI is the 
7th annual veteran suicide awareness march. For more information visit 
hooahwi.org  
 
Michael Mutter 
Grand Warder 
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 From the Grand Commander; 
 
 November is a glorious time.  The fall colors of October are waning and the 
stark reminder of winter is in the forecast of the leafless trees.  The Schools of Instruction 
should have been completed and everyone should be preparing for their Commanderies 
Homecoming and Inspection.  Impression is 1/3rd of the inspection.  Review and practice 
your parts and you will be surprised how much better the impression is for the candidate 
  Practice the Full Form Opening.  A little practice can go a long long way.  There 
is only a nominal 3 more stated meetings before many have their Inspection.  That is 
really not a lot of practices 
  In the Full Form Opening we do many things for the Drill Team.  Every 
Commandery should have a Drill team.  The “normal” smallest size is a 6 man team plus 
a Drill Captain.  We do exhibition drill.  This event is not graded in June.  The men do not 
get inspected and gigs before going onto the floor.  Field a Drill Team or combine with 
another Commandery to field a team for an exhibition drill, with this we show that we 
can work as a team and follow some direction.  I am sure that you can do very well on 
the drill floor.  You would be doing something for your Commandery. 
  We must be doing something.  Our members did not join to arrive at a meeting, 
pay a bill, suck a cup of coffee and go home.  They became a member to do something.  
However, Not everyone is a ritualist.  And, Not everyone is a manager.  We must have 
both and work with the strengths of both for our magnanimous organization.  All parts 
are needed and necessary.  Let or allow the managers to have small parts so they can 
still participate being an active member doing some ritual for some time and not be 
overwhelmed with a large part so that they will not return to the Commandery or ever 
do again.   
  The ritual part that many miss is that of sideliner.  It is not even listed in the 
books.  Reach out to those 1, 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 year members;  tell them that you 
have a necessary part for them to perform – that of sideliner.  Impression is 1/3rd the 
value of our inspection.  Having Sir Knights filling the sideline raises the impression value 
on our candidates.  So what if their 40 year old uniform doesn’t fit.  They can wear a suit 
and sit on the sidelines for that special event day.   

Inspections 
11 Jan  9am   Div 2    at Madison     25 Jan   9am   Div 4   at   Marinette 
1 Feb   9am   Com 24 at Milwaukee     8 Feb   9am   Div 1   at Eau Claire  
15 Feb 1pm   Com 11 at Oshkosh    22 Feb  9am    Div 3   at   Burlington 

 
 
 
 
  
 

 


